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Abstract
Sudan’s economy is influenced by a variety of distorting

taxes and subsidies. To assess the effects of these

interventions, we present a four-sector applied general

equilibrium model. We find that economic growth and

social welfare can be increased substantially by a reduction

in import tariffs and export taxes. To do so, we find that a

replacement of these taxes by a broad-based consumption

tax can improve economic efficiency while at the same

time improving the distribution of income on behalf of

Sudan’s rural farm population.
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1.Introduction
Four issues are central to the recent policy reform debate in the Sudan: wheat policy,

the desirability of exchange rate unification, protectionism, and the design of a sensible

tax structure. Sudanese wheat consumption, production, and import are subject to

government imposed distortions of multiple prices, compulsory procurement policy, and

import quotas. High trade taxes, together with multiple exchange rates, impose explicit

and implicit export taxes on agricultural exports while they give rise to heavy protection

for the import substituting industrial sector.

Heretofore, no applied general equilibrium model of the Sudanese economy has been

built to assess the efficiency, revenue and equity effects of the country's trade, tax, and

agricultural policy. Reforms in these areas have complicated effects on economic

efficiency and income distribution in a highly distorted economy like the Sudan, and a

partial equilibrium model is not sufficient to capture them. This paper develops a simple

four sector linearized general equilibrium mode of the Sudan in order to calculate the

associated tradeoffs.

The paper is structured as follows. We describe the model and how we calibrated it.

Then we measure the reasonableness of the model by presenting demand and supply

elasticities. Next, we assess the marginal welfare cost of taxation for incremental

perturbations for the tax, wheat pricing, and exchange rate structure. Then comes

calculation of the income distributional effects of tax policy and shadow prices under

alternative tax closures. This is followed by calculation of various cost/benefit ratios for

wheat, trade, and exchange rate policies, which quantify the desirability of policy change.

Finally, we draw implications for the policy debate.

The Sudan shares a number of characteristics with other less developed countries:

subsidized food, taxed agricultural exports and industrial imports, and multiple exchange

rates. As such, the analysis presented here can serve as a useful template for future

research on other economies.1

2. The Model
We describe the Sudan as it is predicted by the World Bank (1985) to look in

1989/90. We model the Sudan as comprising four sectors: wheat, all other agriculture

(which for expositional convenience we refer to as exportable ag), industry, and services.

                                                
1 For discussions of general equilibrium modelling for LDCs, see Tower (1984), Robinson (1986),

Newbery and Stern (1987), and Tower and Loo (1988) in which they discuss the procedures used in this

paper to debug the model. Also see Dixon et. al. (1982) and Clarete and Whalley (1987).
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The value

added composite in each sector is produced according to a Cobb-Douglas production

function of a sector specific factor (which we refer to as land in the two agricultural

sectors and capital in the two urban sectors) and labor. Output of each good is assumed to

be a first
degree homogeneous function of the value added composite and an imported

intermediate input, with an elasticity of substitution between the two factors of .4.

Rural labor is fixed in supply and perfectly mobile between the two agricultural

sectors. Urban labor is fixed in supply and perfectly mobile between the two urban

sectors. There is no mobility of labor between the urban and rural sectors. Households,

which obtain their earnings from all four factor services described above, are assumed to

face identical prices, do no saving, and have identical Cobb-Douglas preferences for the

four goods. The government is assumed to share these same, preferences. Consequently,

the government spends the revenue it collects from taxes and aid in the same proportions

as the private sector does. Like the private sector, it spends all of its income, except when

we permit it to accumulate foreign exchange in order to assess the welfare impact of such

accumulation.

The economy is competitive. Flexible wages and prices are assumed to maintain full

employment and balance of payments equilibrium.' Foreign aid and agricultural exports

pay for imports of intermediate inputs, wheat, and the final industrial good. All

intermediate inputs enter the country duty free. Agricultural exports are subject to an

export tax. Wheat imports are provided by the government with the quantity of wheat

imported subject to an exogenously determined quota. Services are not traded, and

imports of industrial goods are subject to an import duty. The domestic consumption of

services and industrial goods are subject to excise taxes.

Intermediate inputs for agriculture and agricultural outputs are transacted at the

official exchange rate of 2.5 LS/$, where LS represents "Sudanese Pounds," and

intermediate inputs for the two urban sectors are transacted at the free market exchange

rate of 4.0 LS/$.2 This constitutes a subsidy on industry relative to the other sectors. In

effect, the government earns foreign exchange net from its agricultural transactions at the

predetermined official exchange rate and then auctions the net supply off for non-

agricultural uses.3

                                                
2 These exchange rates prevailed in 1985.
3 Our macroeconomic model can be understood as follows. The private sector sells exportable ag and buys

agricultural intermediate inputs at a fixed price on the world market, earning D dollars, which it is required
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The government requires a proportion, (initially 60%), of all wheat produced

domestically to be sold to the government at an exogenously determined procurement

price, which is initially set equal to the world price at the official exchange rate. Farmers

are permitted to sell the rest freely at a market determined price, (initially 35% above the

procurement price).

The government sells the wheat is has procured from both domestic and foreign

sources at an "administered price" (initially 30 percent below the procurement price), for

use in baking bread, which is subject to price control (which is designed to grant a

reasonable cost margin). We integrate the bakery sector with the household sector and

assume that consumers view subsidized wheat for bread and free market wheat as perfect

substitutes, and that they by some subsidized wheat and fulfill the rest of their demand for

wheat on the free market. Thus, the marginal utility of wheat to households is equal to the

free market price divided by the marginal utility of money. Moreover, we assume that

each household has access to rationed bread in proportion to its income and hence,

expenditure. Thus, we model the wedge between the free market wheat price and the

administered price as a non-distorting subsidy, financed in part by the tax on wheat

production represented by the wedge between the free market and procurement prices.

We assume away all rent-seeking behavior and inefficiency due to the rationing of

bread.Consequently, we have underestimated the costs associated with government wheat

pricing.4

                                                                                                                                                
to surrender in exchange for P pounds at the official exchange rate. After paying taxes and buying goods

and services from the government, it has P' pounds left. Since the private sector does not hoard pounds, it

seeks to spend P' pounds each period on dollars, which it will then trade for imported industrial goods and

intermediate inputs for industry and services.

     The government each period sells the D' dollars, which it earned from agricultural transactions plus aid,

in exchange for the P' pounds that the private sector wishes to sell at a market clearing rate called the free

market rate. This free market rate will settle at P'/D' LS/$. Any increase in tax collections will decrease P'

and automatically raise the value to the free market pounds. Consequently, the government can peg the free

market rate at a target level by adjusting its taxes.
4 For more on Sudanese wheat, see Awad (1983), Nashashibi (1980), Salih (1983), Salih and Afan (1986),

and USAID (1985). In effect, we are pretending that the bakeries sell the bread to a middleman at the

administered price, and the middleman resells it at the market clearing price to the private sector. In fact,

Tower found when he bought bread from the Sudanese groceries and street vendors, they were meticulous

about 10 a.m. Thus, consumers, who in 1986 paid only $.06 (at the free market exchange rate) for a loaf of

bread have an incentive to overpurchase bread in anticipation of possible needs later in the day.
     In the real world, there are gains associated with raising the price of bread, which we have not reckoned
with. However, we cannot say how our failure to model this aspect of the wheat market affects our
calculations of the desirability of additional wheat imports. Additional wheat supplies in the administered
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The distortions, which characterize the Sudanese economy, are described in Table 1.

In that table, the ERP refers to the effective rate of protection, which is the proportion by

which value added at domestic prices exceeds value added at world prices using the

official exchange rate to convert prices. The consumption distortion is the proportion by

which consumer prices exceed producer prices (the amount by which the free market

wheat price exceeds the average producer price in the case of wheat). The tariff is the

proportion by which the (average) producer price exceeds the world price at whatever

exchange rate is used in the transaction (the negative figure for exportable ag represents

an export tax). Finally, the import margin is the proportion by which the (average)

producer price exceeds the world price evaluated at the official exchange rate. Note that

the high effective protection for import competing industry and negative effective

protection for exportable ag imply huge taxation of international trade and leads to a

presumption that significant costs are associated with trade policy.5

Table 1
Percentage Distortions in the Sudanese Economy6

   

ERP Consumption Tariff Import
Distortion Margin

Wheat 22.56 16.07 12.00 12.00
Exportable-ag -4.71 0.00 -4.39 -4.39

Industry 421.76 5.01 76.41 182.26
Services -8.48 3.03 n.a. n.a.

3. Demand and Supply Elasticities
In order to give the reader some sense of how our version of the Sudanese economy

behaves, so that one can judge whether it is reasonable, we present general equilibrium

demand and supply elasticities for the four sectors in Table 2, which were obtained from

                                                                                                                                                
market will cause bakeries to run out later in the day and thereby cause less hoarding. Moreover, additional
wheat will make bread available in rural areas where it was not available previously. On the other hand, the
marginal utility of bread for those who actually get it is less than we have calculated it to be. Rationing in
the bread market is an important and interesting issues, which awaits the efforts of someone with a better
understanding of the Sudanese bakery sector than we can claim.
5 The tariff on industrial goods is obtained by dividing import tariff revenue collected on these goods by the
value of imports. We have ignored the additional distortions arising out of import licenses. Thus, we
underestimate the beneficial effects of liberalizing trade policy.
6 The wheat tariff represents the proportion by which the average producer price exceeds the world price.
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our simulations.7 For wheat, we varied the procurement proportitive model closure has

been used.

Table 2
Simulated General Equilibrium Elasticities

    

Demand Supply Import Export
Demand Supply

Wheat -0.97 1.02
Exportable-ag -0.50 0.03 0.65

Industry -0.61 0.59 -4.27
Services -0.66 0.35

All demand elasticities were negative and less than unity in absolute value, while all

supply elasticities, with the exception of wheat, were positive and less than unity. The

wheat sector is much smaller than the exportable ag sector. Hence, exportable ag's supply

elasticity is much smaller. The large import demand elasticity for industry reflects the

assumption that domestically produced and imported industrial goods are perfect

substitutes and the smallness of industrial imports relative to industrial output. We think

that these elasticities describe reasonable educated guesses for responses to changes in

consumer and producer prices.8

4. The Marginal Welfare Cost of Tauation
In order to assess the efficacy of alternative ways to raise revenues, we present in

Table 3 the marginal welfare cost of taxation (MWC) for various types of tax

adjustments, ranked from worst to best. Each MWC is expressed as the equivalent

variation in income (welfare) per unit of additional real revenue collected due to the

indicated adjustment in the particular tax, assuming that the increased revenues are

returned as a non-distorting subsidy. A negative figure indicates that the change in

welfare and real revenue have different signs, i.e., that there is a cost rather than a benefit

associated with higher revenue collection. We report in Table 3 below the marginal

welfare costs of taxation and examine their implications.9

                                                
7 For wheat, we varied the procurement proportion. For exportable ag, we varied the export tax. For
industrial demand, we varied the excise tax on industry. For industrial supply and industrial import
demand, we varied the industrial import tariff. For services, we varied the excise tax on services.
8 If reliable econometric evidence had been available on import demand and export supply elasticities we
would have made domestic and imported industrial and agricultural goods imperfect substitutes in domestic
consumption and adjusted the elasticity of substitution until the model replicated the extraneously estimated
import demand elasticity.
9 Incremental deadweight loss as a % of increased real revenues.
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Table 3
Marginal Welfare Costs of Taxation

        

1. Depreciation of the Free Market Sudanese Pound -3,459.00
2. Appreciation of the Official Sudanese Pound -2,232.00
3. Increased Agricultural Export Tax -538.00
4. Decreased Wheat Procurement Percentage -214.00
5. Increased Industrial Excise Tax -86.00
6. Increased Service Excise Tax -9.00
7. Decreased Wheat Procurement Price +44.00
8. Decreased Industrial Import Tariff +96.00

 (1) Depreciation of the free market Sudanese pound amounts to higher taxation of

industrial imports.  Since this tax is already quite high, the free exchange rate is

close to its maximum revenue level, so further currency depreciation collects little

real revenue.  Also, because industry is implicitly subsidized, additional resources in

industry have low social products and further subsidy inthis fashion is inefficient.

Consequently, this is a very inefficient method of collecting additional tax revenue.

(2) Appreciation of the official Sudanese pound raises the implicit tax on agricultural

exports. This is also inefficient, since this sector is already highly taxed relative to

industry.

(3) Increasing the agricultural export tax is less inefficient, than (2) appreciation the

official pound, since the latter additionally subsidizes intermediate input intensive

wheat by making its intermediate inputs cheaper.10 The latter also subsidizes

intermediate inputs into exportable ag. Consequently, with the former, per unit of

revenue collected less labor shifts from taxed exportableag into less taxed wheat, and

there is less reduction in agricultural consumption. Still, both MWCs are exorbitant.

The preference for the export tax is somewhat surprising, since, if there had been no

domestic consumption of agriculture, and if the wheat sector had been non-existent

instead of small, a change in the official exchange rate would have been a non-

distorting tax on the fixed composite factor: agricultural land and labor.

(4) A decrease in the procurement percentage saves real revenue because less wheat is

procured. But it imposes an efficiency cost because the increased average producer

price of wheat draws more resources out of exportable ag into relatively more

subsidized wheat and also draws some consumption into wheat away from industry

(where consumer prices are well above world prices).

                                                
10 Recall that all intermediate inputs are imported.
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(5) Increasing the industrial excise tax is also costly because it shifts consumption from

industry (where consumption is taxed) primarily to agriculture (where it is

subsidized). But it is less costly, because resources are shifted out of the industrial

sector with its high ERP into other less protected sectors.

(6) Raising the excise tax on services is even less costly than the above taxes.

Nevertheless, it is still costly because resources are shifted out of services into a

relatively more protected industry.

(7) A decreased wheat procurement price raises both revenue and welfare because it

drives resources from wheat into exportable ag.

(8) Best of all, it is lowering the import tariff on industry since the tariff is apparently

above the maximum revenue level, and a tariff reduction desirably increases

consumption and reduces production of the industrial good. The reason that the

industrial tariff lies above its maximum revenue level,, even though the free market

exchange rate does not, is that depreciation of the free market pound is a more

broadly based implicit tax than is a hike in the import tariff, as the former, raises

prices of inputs for both urban sectors whereas, the latter does not.

5. Tax Policy and Income Distribution
Table 4

Taxes and Income Distribution
Exogenous Real Welfare Real Disposable Disposable Income

Variables Government Rural Land Urban Capital
Revnue Labor Labor

l.Office Exch Rate(LS/S) -0.038 0.170 0.662 0.642 0.070 -0.127

2.Free Exch Rate(LS/S) 0.024 -0.169 -0.661 -0.655 -0.064 0.132

3.Agricultural Export Tax 0.165 -0.177 -0.752 -0.740 -0.047 0.158

4.lndustrial Tariff -0.669 -0.129 -0.488 -0.485 -0.043 0.182

5.lndustrial Excise Tax 0.753 -0.130 -0.343 -0.339 -0.049 -0.194

6.Services Excise Tax 1.738 -0.031 0.205 0.207 -0.480 -0.142

7.lntl Vals (LS Bin/yr) 8.443 42.173 8.373 3.635 10.763 10.958

 (% Changes In Real Incomes a Government Revenues With a Non-Distorting Proportional Income Tax Closure

Per 1% Change In Exchange In Exchange Rates or 1 Percentage Point Change in Taxes and Tariffs)

Table 4 shows the effects of changes in exchange rates and taxes on real government
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revenue, welfare, and disposable real incomes of the two types of labor, urban capital

(employed in industry and services) and rural land (employed in the two agricultural

sectors).

The percentage changes in real after tax real incomes denote equivalent variations in

income expressed as a percentage of initial expenditure levels. The percentage change in

real government revenue is the percentage change in real government revenue arising out

of all implicit and explicit taxation (except changes in the proportional income tax), plus

foreign aid. Thus, it measures the excess revenues, which must be neutralized by a

proportional income subsidy.

(1) A depreciation of the official pound shrinks the implicit agricultural export tax and

shrink revenue, raises welfare, and benefits the rural sector significantly. Exports

rise, increasing the foreign exchange available to buy industrial imports. This

squeezes industrial capital, but even urban labor, some of which is able to escape

into services whose prices rise (due in part to the increased real income), is enriched.

(2) A depreciation of the free pound has virtually opposite effects. Were the pound

prices of wheat not pegged by policy, a 1% depreciation of the official pound would

have exactly the same effect as a 1% appreciation of the free market pound, since

only relative prices matter. However, a depreciation of the official pound (with the

pound procurement price for wheat fixed) raises the price of exportable ag relative to

the procurement price of wheat. This is a desirable impact that is not generated by a

change in the free pound. Thus, a 1% depreciation of the official pound is better than

a 1% appreciation of the free pound.

(3) A hike in the agricultural export tax raises revenue while impoverishing all sectors,

particularly the rural sector.

(4) A hike in the industrial tariff shrinks revenue and impoverishes everyone except for

capitalists, with the impoverishment of the rural sector being particularly severe.

(5) A hike in the industrial excise tax raises revenue but impoverishes everyone, with

the impoverishment of the rural sector being particularly severe. The reason that the

rural sector is hit much harder than the urban sector is that fixed exchange rates fix

the producer price of both the industrial good and exportable ag. The wheat sector is

very small (1/137th of the size of the service sector). The higher excise tax causes

urban labor to escape into the services sector where it avoids much of the incidence
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of the tax. Service capital and the very small wheat land stock benefit. Industrial

capital suffers more than exportable ag land. But since urban capital is the aggregate

of one fairly large gainer and one loser, it loses a smaller percentage than does land,

which is an aggregate of a tiny gainer and one loser.

(6) An increase in the services excise tax raises revenue, but impoverishes the economy

as it drives more resources into already subsidized industry. The rural sector gains at

the expense of the now more highly taxed urban sector.

(7) We present initial values so that the reader can use the table to calculate cost/benefit

ratios for these policy changes.

To conclude, trade taxes and even an excise on the industrial importable redistribute

income away from the rural sector, which as Krueger (1983) has emphasized usually

employs the poorest members of the economy, and all the methods of raising tax revenue

we have considered lower welfare, except for reducing the industrial import tariff.

6. Shadow Prices Under Alternative Closures
Table 5 presents shadow prices under alternative tax closure rules. As follows from

Table 3, we have arranged the taxes considered to be the adjustment mechanism for

raising tax revenues from best to worst, as one moves from left to right. One particularly

relevant closure rule is the non-distorting proportional income tax, because non-distorting

taxes are available in the Sudan: for example, land taxes and charging market clearing

prices for wheat, services, and import licenses.

A second important closure rule is adjustment of the free market exchange rate, as

this requires no change in any official government price or tax. When the government

needs additional resources, it simply charges a higher price for the free market exchange

it sells, which increases the number of pounds it earns from such sales. Thus, higher

government expenditure automatically leads to depreciation of the free market pound.

The concept of a shadow price and how to use them in policy reform and project

evaluation is explained in Gan and Tower (1987) in a similar context.11 Thus, we can be

brief here. The shadow price of a good or factor is the contribution to welfare made by

the government's selling a unit of a good or factor service to the private sector out of

inventory, while simultaneously lowering some tax in order to balance its budget, after all

general equilibrium effects work themselves out. The shadow prices in rows 2-13 take a

                                                
11 Also see Jenkins and Kuo (1985), Dreze and Stern (1986) and Tower and Pursell (1986).
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unit of measurement to be that quantity of the item, which has a producer price of LS 1.

Table 5
Shadow Prices under Alternative Closures

Industrial Proportional Excise Export Official Free
Item Import Income on Tax Exchange Exchange

Tariff Tax Services Rate Rate Rate
One Dollar 0.570 4.850 5.250 28.780 104.000 158.500
Administered Wheat -0.250 1.270 1.410 9.770 36.500 55.900
Free Market Wheat -0.170 1.270 1.400 9.290 34.500 52.800
Exportabte-ag 0.240 2.030 2.200 12.040 43.500 66.300
 Industrial Good 0.030 0.690 0.750 4.350 15.900 24.200
Services -0.110 0.950 1.050 6.870 25.500 38.900
Rural Labor 0.240 2.040 2.200 12.070 43.600 66.500
Urban Labor -0.110 0.820 0.910 6.000 22.300 34.100
Wheat Land 0.010 0.250 0.270 1.580 5.800 8.800
Exportabte-ag Land 0.240 2.040 2.210 12.100 43.700 66.700
 Industrial Capital 0.110 0.180 0.190 0.580 1.800 2.700
Service Capital -0.170 0.990 1.100 7.450 27.800 42.500
 Govenment Wheat Imports 0.140 0.470 -0.520 -3.870 -14.600 -22.300
 Official Exch. Rt(LS/S) 7.490 7.180 7.147 5.444 0.000 -3.940
 Free Exchange Rate(LS/S) -7.320 -7.120 -7.100 -6.012 -2.530 0.000
Agricultural Export. Tax -8.820 -7.480 -7.360 0.000 23.530 40.590
 Industrial Tariff 0.000 -5.440 -5.950 -35.850 -139.000 -200.000
 Industrial Excise Tax -11.600 -5.490 -4.930 28.740 136.400 200.400
Services Excise Tax -15.500 -1.310 0.000 77.730 326.200 506.300
Wheat Procurement Price 0.065 -0.054 -0.065 -0.719 -2.810 -4.320
Wheat Procurement Fract. 0.066 0.045 0.043 -0.043 -0.420 0.685

* Entries in rows 1-13 indicate increase in Sudanese welfare, at consumer LS prices. The unit of measurement

for rows 2-13 is the quantity of the item, which has a procurer price of LS 1. Entries in rows 14-21 indicate

change in Sudanese welfare in LS billions at prices anticipated by the World Bank (1985) to prevail in 1989-

90 per 1% (row 14, 15,and 20) or 1 percentage point (all other rows) increase in the parameter in question.

The shadow prices of the parameters indicated in rows 14-21 show the effects on

welfare of a 1% (rows 14, 15 and 20 ) or 1 percentage point (all other rows) increase in

the parameter in question, where the welfare change is measured in LS billions.

Thus, for example, assuming budget deficits are closed using a proportional income

tax, switching land with rental value of LS 1 billion from wheat cultivation to exportable

ag cultivation in government projects, while simultaneously raising the agricultural

export tax by .3%, would shrink welfare by .25+2.04+.3(7.48)=LS billion .45, whereas

exactly the same project using the free exchange rate to balance the government budget

would swell welfare by 8.8+66.7+.3(40.6)=LS billion 70.1.

This example illustrates the importance of assumptions about tax policy in evaluating

projects and policy reform. Of course, this same point can be seen by reading across rows

in Table 5. It should be noted that the figures in each row are monotonically increasing or

decreasing, which is necessarily the case, as we have arranged the taxes in order of

increasing marginal welfare cost of tax collection.
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All shadow prices can be expressed in terms of dollar reserves gained by the

government, holding welfare constant, by dividing the figures presented by the shadow

price of foreign exchange, as Tower and Pursell (1987) among others. Several points are

worth noting.

1. Except for one adjustment mechanism, the shadow price of a dollar exceeds both the

free and official exchange rates, which is typically true in protected economies.

However, this is not the case when the industrial import tariff is used as the

adjustment mechanism.

2. Shadow prices may change sign, depending on the adjustment mechanism postulated.

3. Resources in the import competing sector have lower shadow prices than resources of

equal market to producers in the exportable sector. For example, switching urban

workers into rural work would increase Sudanese welfare by (2.04-.82)/.82 = 149%

of the wages foregone in the urban sector. Moreover, 1 LS of the fixed factor in the

exportable ag sector, which is really a composite of capital and land , is worth

2.03/.18=11.3 times as much as the same value of the fixed factor in import

competing industry. This dramatizes the importance of agricultural investment and

the absurdity of investing in import competing industry.

4. Unifying the exchange rates by either appreciating the free market pound or

depreciating the official pound are beneficial regardless of what tax policy is used to

balance the budget, but it is more beneficial the more sensible the taxi is. However,

devaluing the official pound will actually reduce welfare if no taxes are increased and

wheat policy remains unchanged, so that the induced depreciation of the free market

pound is the adjustment mechanism. This is because such a policy will drive

resources out of exportable ag into wheat. Moreover, if wheat prices were cut in

proportion to the appreciation of the official pound, the free market pound would

move by the same proportion, and welfare would be unchanged. Thus, in this

scenario, the official exchange rate is neutral as economic theory says it should be.

The moral is that devaluation of the official pound should be accompanied by

effective fiscal reform.12

                                                
12 Of course, in a monetary economy, currency depreciation is a necessary element of inflationary finance if
growth of the money stock is not to be accompanied by increasingly severe controls on international trade
or reserve losses.
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5. The shadow price of importing a pound's worth of wheat and selling it at the

administered price (row 13) is positive, i.e. , the activity is welfare improving, only

for the two best tax closure rules.

6. Assuming that the government budget is financed at the margin by adjustment of the

free exchange rate, the shadow price of dollars in the hands of the government is and

exchange rate of 158 LS/$ compared with an official rate of 2.5 LS/$. Moreover, the

shadow prices of urban and rural labor are market values multiplied by 34 and 66

respectively! This means that in the absence of fiscal reform or adjustments in

existing taxes, the government should scrutinize projects that use up these resources

very carefully. Similarly, high shadow prices emerge for other resources. Thus, some

shrinkage of existing government activities would be good.

7. Cost/Benefit Analysis of Alternative Wheat policies
Table 6

Marginal Cost of Increased Wheat Consumption
(at average producer prices)

A.  Measured in Welfare
1. Via an Increase in the Wheat Procurement Price or a 

Decrease in the Procurement Fraction 82.40%
2. Via an Increase in Imported Wheat 53.70%

B. Measured in Foreign Exchange Held by the Government 
Converted into Sudanese Pounds at the official Exchange Rate 

1. Via an Increase in the Wheat Procurement Price or 
an Increase in The Procurement Fraction 17.00%

2. Via a Decrease in Imported Wheat 11.10%

Table 6 measures the opportunity cost of increased wheat consumption in two ways:

welfare loss holding foreign exchange usage constant and foreign exchange loss holding

welfare constant, both assuming that the budget is balanced using non-distorting taxation.

We see that the marginal welfare cost of increased wheat consumption is 82% or 54% of

the increase (valued at consumer prices), depending on the instrument used for expanding

wheat consumption. Alternatively, if the government held welfare constant through tax

adjustment, the foreign exchange cost to the government of increased wheat consumption

is 17% or lit. Since foreign exchange availability is of prime concern to the government,

this numéraire is useful.

We also see that it is more efficient for Sudan to import additional wheat than to grow it

herself. The marginal welfare gain from switching from home grown to foreign wheat is

82/4% -53.7% = 36.7%.
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8. Cost/Benefit Analysis of Trade and Exchange Rate Policies

Table 7
Cost/Benefit Analysis of Trade and Exchange Rate Policies

A. Marginal Welfare Gain from Increased Agricultural Exports
(valued at producer prices)

1. Via an Export Tariff Cut 185%
2. Via an Import Tariff Cut 346%

3. Via a Devaluation of the Official Pound 207%
4. Via an Appreciation of the Free Market Pound 205%

B. Welfare Cost of Increasing Real Income of Industrial Capitalists by LS 1
1. Via an Import Tariff Increase LS 1.69

2. Via Depreciating the Free Market Pound LS 2.68

3. Via Appreciating the Official Pound LS 2.70

C. Welfare Cost of Increasing Industrial Employment by LS 1
1. Via an Import Tariff Increase LS 3.68
2. Via Depreciating the Free Market Pound LS 5.54
3. Via Appreciating the Official Pound LS 3.46

D. Welfare Cost ofIncreasing Industrial Output by LS 1

1. Via an Import Tariff Increase LS 1.36
2. Via Depreciating the Free Market Pound LS 3.46
3. Via Appreciating the Official Pound LS 3.46

Table 7 shows the costs and benefits from using trade and exchange rate policies to

accomplish various goals. We see that export promotion through lower tariffs and

exchange rate unification increases welfare by a multiple of between 1.85 and 3.46 of the

increased exports stimulated. Using a higher import tariff, a depreciated free pound or an

appreciated official pound to redistribute income to industrial capitalists imposes a

deadweight loss of 169%, 268%, and 270% of the amount of real income transferred,

respectively.

Depreciating the free pound or appreciating the official pound in order to accomplish

the same goal are even worse with corresponding ratios of 554% and 553%. Finally,

using an import tariff to increase industrial output imposes a deadweight loss of 136% of

the output generated, with a corresponding figure of 346$ when either exchange rate is

used.13

                                                
13 As above, all of these cost/benefit ratios can be expressed in terms of foreign exchange saved by dividing
by the shadow price of foreign exchange. As noted above, in both Tables 6 and 7, a non-distorting tax is
assumed to balance the government's budget.
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9. Conclusion
The agricultural sector is the mainstay of the Sudanese economy. It employs more

than 80% of the country's labor force and agricultural exports are the economy's principal

source of foreign exchange. However, Sudanese trade, tax, and agricultural policy have

severely taxed agricultural exports explicitly and implicitly and have restricted

international trade glows. In this paper, we conclude by emphasizing the following

points.

First, unifying the exchange rates and cutting the export tax and import tariff are not

only beneficial to the economy on efficiency grounds, but also improve the income

distribution by enhancing rural labor's real income. However, devaluing the official

pound will actually reduce welfare if no taxes are increased and wheat policy remains

unchanged. The moral is devaluation of the official pound should be accompanied by

effective fiscal reform.

Second, the country's import tariff on final industrial goods (which contributes over

half of the Sudan's indirect tax revenue) is above the maximum revenue rate. Thus,

lowering it is consistent with higher government revenue, in addition to improved

efficiency and equity.

Third, replacement of these implicit and explicit trade taxed by a less distorting

broadly based domestic consumption tax would constitute a substantial spur to an

improved standard of living or the ability of the Sudanese government to acquire foreign

exchange to foster economic growth or repay debt.14

Fourth, any increase in Sudanese wheat production, which comes at the expense of

exportable agricultural production, imposes a significant efficiency loss. Recently,

USAID has been trying to convince the Sudanese to privatize the wheat sector.

Privatization of the Sudanese wheat is, in effect, a reduction of the official procurement

percentage. Thus, USAID should be wary of this policy without accompanying it with its

sister policy of a better exchange rate for agriculture.

Finally, our shadow prices together with our analysis of trade, tax, and agricultural

policy reform, consistently suggest that there is an unexploited scope for improving

efficiency, equity, and revenue simultaneously for the Sudan through policies designed to

facilitate export oriented growth. Furthermore, unless the fiscal regime is improved, so

that reliance on the free market exchange rate as a tax raising device is curtailed, the

emerging high shadow prices imply that the government should shrink its role in

activities, which worsen its budget deficit.

                                                
14 For further discussion, see Due (1983).
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